
Originality of a problem’s solution consists that the guide is the coeval of 

actors. Two Russian boys travel. As all ten years' children they are inquisitive, and 

just because of their indiscipline they don’t know everything, that’s why they  get 

to funny situations. Russian boys like to travel. Their friend Peter Pan who has on 

a visit our friends, undertakes to teach them to travel by the magic way.  

Which ten years' boy wouldn't like to visit Africa! That’s why  the first place 

of visiting they choose this continent and meet a local tribe. Natives are 

benevolently adjusted to young travelers. And Peter Pan tells about this continent, 

but without having a solid knowledge, confuses Africa to Antarctica. The leader of 

natives is revolted, it gives the order to eat uninvited visitors. The conflict is 

settled: boys give to natives a beads of the unusual beauty made of the rests of 

wall-paper, and the leader gives to children the textbook on natural study. The 

dance included in the form of style, helps to transfer intensity of a situation.   

Travelers are carried away in Tridevyatoe kingdom, the state Tridesyatoe. 

Children are met by Vasilisa Premudraya and Vasilisa Prekrasnaya. They suggest 

them to have a rest after the journey and to try  apples. But friends are already 

teadu to adventures! They are frightened that the apple suddenly revives and 

addresses to them with the request, to leave This Tridevyatoe kingdom as soon as 

possible.  

The story of the guide about Russia shows the beauty and riches of the 

country, but there are problems in the big country. Security guards show that 

Russian language is in danger. To keep riches of the Russian language  the security 

guard addresses to children: «not to be lazy, engaged, create, create, invent! And 

then there will be no borders, and children of the whole world without effort can 

travel, discover for themselves the new countries and continents, to come to each 

other on a visit, to be on friendly terms and create wonders!» 

  Song performance which has sounded at the end creates the kind spirit of all 

representation. 

 


